CONTENT AND TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

Leverage FactSet’s entity-centric data model and dynamically linked content to power quantitative models, internal databases, and enterprise-wide applications at your firm.

RELY ON A STRONG FOUNDATION
Rely on a high-quality data model and seamlessly connected content with FactSet’s hub-and-spoke framework. Built on 40 years of experience integrating and managing content, FactSet’s data model contains permanent security identifiers linked to entity identifiers, providing risk insight and data dissemination on multiple levels. FactSet’s ability to seamlessly integrate premium datasets into our model allows for frictionless onboarding of new content.

CONNECT WITH UNIQUE THIRD-PARTY DATA
Expand your insights with the Open:FactSet Marketplace, the destination for best-in-class data and solutions. Combine pre-linked, harmonized datasets sourced from carefully selected providers with FactSet’s leading data feeds. Allow FactSet to take on the burden of reviewing data sources and connecting third-party content using our market-leading entity master. Easily link data feeds to your models and systems without the need for custom code, enabling your team to generate ideas faster.

GENERATE RESEARCH IDEAS WITH QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
Gain access to core content, unique data, and comprehensive backtesting solutions to power your quant workflow. Explore and evaluate new ideas with FactSet’s Data Exploration, which combines the power of the Microsoft Azure cloud with the content of the Open:FactSet Marketplace. Instantly interact with data from the Marketplace in a fully hosted environment that includes industry-standard databases, programming languages (Python and R), and data visualization tools. Keep pace with the rise of analytical applications and new datasets with Quantopian Enterprise, a Python-based platform that allows you to rapidly iterate on ideas and extract immediate value using industry-leading data.

Rely on a high-quality data model and seamlessly connected content with FactSet’s hub-and-spoke framework.
Power your trade order management systems, execution management systems, web portals, portfolio applications, and other solutions with normalized market data.

POWER YOUR APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT
Seamlessly integrate FactSet content into internal and third-party applications such as websites, client portals, and CRM systems. Extract the data you need in the development environment of your choice, giving your developers control over the design and functionality of your applications. FactSet’s powerful workstation displays can be fed into your proprietary applications via HTML rendering. Rely on FactSet to manage your data so you can focus on developing the right solutions.

ACCESS COMPREHENSIVE BENCHMARK INFORMATION
From performance measurement and client reporting to supporting your compliance and risk workflows, FactSet streamlines implementation and delivers accurate data for a range of global equity and fixed income benchmarks. Our normalized format across vendors, combined with consistent symbology, and a centralized support team, ensures a cost-effective solution that frees you up to focus on the critical aspects of your business.

LEVERAGE NORMALIZED EXCHANGE DATA
Power your trade order management systems, execution management systems, web portals, portfolio applications, and other solutions with normalized market data from various global exchanges, delivered in the format of your choice. FactSet supports C++, .NET, Java, and other programming languages for use with real-time data feeds. Stream data for every tick on listed exchanges through our unfiltered broadcast feed or focus on the ticks you care about with a watchlist feed of your proprietary universe. Gain flexible access to snapshot data and receive historical tick data, while seamlessly integrating content with your choice of order and execution management system.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF INDUSTRY-LEADING SUPPORT AND DECADES OF EXPERIENCE
Leverage FactSet’s decades of expertise integrating databases, experienced engineers and quality assurance staff, and robust series of data integrity checks and balances. Access round-the-clock support, 365 days a year, to address everything from production issues and content questions to feed additions or modifications. Allow our experts to address your troubleshooting and support needs.